Thursday July 14 2022, 15:30

ALEXANDRA DOVGAN, piano
Ludwig van BEETHOVEN (1770-1827)
Sonata No. 17 in D minor, Op. 31, No. 2, ”Der Sturm” (1802), 25’
I. Largo – Allegro
II. Adagio (B-flat major)
III. Allegretto

Robert SCHUMANN (1810-1856)
Faschingsschwank aus Wien, Op. 26 (1839) 22’
I. Allegro
II. Romanze
III. Scherzino
IV. Intermezzo
V. Finale

Frédéric CHOPIN (1810-1849)
Andante Spianato and Grande Polonaise Brillante in E-flat major, Op. 22 (1830-34), 14’

10:00 Artist talk
15:30 Alexandra Dovgan
20:00 Cuarteto Casals

About the music

Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827):
Piano Sonata No. 17 in D minor, Opus 31 No. 2
"The Storm" (1802)
In 1801, Beethoven realized that his hearing
problems were not temporary. The composer was
becoming deaf. The realization created despair but
also fighting spirit. The tragic suffering ignited
Beethoven's temperament. Now he had to compose
music with soul-stirring depths. Music with colossal
contrasts that was like a tone picture of the resistance
that Beethoven with heroic strength would try to
overcome. Piano Sonata No. 17 became the
prototype of his new style.
The nickname Stormen is not Beethoven's own idea.
But when an assistant asked how the first movement
was to be understood, Beethoven should have said
"read Shakespeare's The Temptest, and you will
understand everything!". Whether the anecdote is
correct is doubtful. But it is true that the 1st
movement is stormy in its own right. The
enigmatically silent opening is dramatic silence
before the storm. The storm breaks loose with a
swirling, aggressive figure. The contrast-filled
sections together encircle the extreme extremes of
musical expression. The second movement balances
between lyrical expressiveness and beautiful
atmospheric expressions, before the sonata ends with
the finale's demonic rage, which is entirely
Beethoven's own.
Robert Schumann (1810-1856):
Faschingsschwank aus Wien, Opus 26 (1839)
German Schumann stayed in Vienna for five months
in 1839. The ambition was a breakthrough in the
music capital and a solid income that could convince
his old piano teacher Friedrich Wieck that Schumann
was responsible and wealthy enough to marry
Wieck's daughter, Clara. That's not how it went. The
stay was a financial failure. In return, the music from
the Viennese stay became a huge success.
Faschingsschwank aus Wien means Carnival Pictures
from Vienna and was composed as a five-movement
suite under the impression of the city's festive week
with its diversity of costumes, acting and dancing.
The jubilant nature of the first movement is suddenly
interrupted by fragments of the French national
anthem, Marseillaisen, as a protest against the
Austrian censors' fear of unrest. The mournful
Romanze is followed by a merry Scherzino. And the
passionate Intermezzo's melody over the roaring

restless accompaniment paves the way for an
equilibrist finale.
Frederic Chopin (1810-1849):
Andante Spianato and Grande Polonaise
Brillante in E flat major, Opus 22 (1830/34)
A polonaise is a Polish dance with a proud majestic
rhythm. Chopin is Poland's national composer. His
16 polonaises in total have been instrumental in
cementing that status. The Grande Polonaise
Brillante was composed as a movement for piano and
orchestra in 1830. Four years later, Chopin decided
to add a lyrical introduction to the majestic dance
while discarding the orchestral accompaniment.
The introduction, Andante Spianato is a four-minute
dream with a gem of a swarming melody adorned
with elegant filigree and reminiscent of Chopin's
famous nocturnes. The beginning of the polonaise is
marked by a marching fanfare, before the charming
dance melody rolls over the characteristic polonaise
rhythm and gradually develops into a brilliant and
equilibrist piano party. Chopin at his best.
Mathias Hammer

About the artist
”Alexandra Dovgan finds a natural affinity with the
compositions she plays, imbuing the music with
stillness, brilliance and breath. It is a joy to
accompany this young master of music”
– Trevor Pinnock
Hindsgavl Festival has been following this young and
quite extraordinary talent since she was 11 years old.
Alexandra Dovgan will turn 15 this year and is so far
in her artistic development that we have made an
exception by inviting such a young talent to
Middelfart. Dovgan began her piano lessons when
she was 5 years old and currently studies at The
Moscow Central Music School…and despite her
young age she is already much in demand at the
international music scene, she opened the Mariinsky
International Piano Festival in 2018 and has won
prizes at five international piano competitions.
Dovgan’s playing is full of depth and a unique
musical understanding. There’s no element of
technical show-off, but a refined, beautiful and
crystal clear musical expression, with presence and
creativity.

